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Cover Photo
Taken by: Jen Vanderhoof
Camera: Olympus E-M5
Lighting: Sea & Sea. YS-D1 and YS-110a
Editing: Lightroom
Settings: f 7.1, 1/100 sec, ISO 400
Location: Hornby Island
Subject: MBDC president, Myra Wisotzky, with young Steller Sea Lions

New Members
Tom Dyas

Matt Jones

Maxime Lasserre

Joli Riley

Tony Warfield

Andrew Mitchell

Michael Milanoski

Tim Lamb

James Phillips

Lexi Martin

Carlos N. Santos-Viola

John Sa

Welcome to the Club! You’ve joined one of the most active and social dive clubs in the
region.
As you can tell from Meetup we have a steady stream of activities going on for divers of all
experience and skill levels. You are also invited to attend the monthly club meeting. The
meeting is a great opportunity to meet club members in person, hear from interesting
speakers, and get into the swing of things. Details are on the Meetup site.
• First time dive hosts will receive a 5 fill air card from Lighthouse Dive Center.
• If you get 6 Club members to attend you will also earn a 10 fill card from the dive shop of
your choice.
That’s almost $100 for very little work, but lots of fun. Everybody wins!

May Monthly Meeting
Wednesday, May 2, 2018 - 7:00pm
Sunset Hill Community Center
Megan Schwartz, a marine biologist from the University of Puget Sound
will be presenting information from her research on Marine Worms.
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President’s Message
My sister and I were having one of those deep
conversations the other day about the paths we have
each both taken/will be taking. After more than 20
years in the city of Seattle she and her husband are
making a huge change by moving to rural
Massachusetts. We were reflecting on what it takes
to create a community and sense of belonging
throughout one’s life…and what are the things that
can help you do that. She commented on how diving
has provided me with so many opportunities to enrich
my life throughout many personal changes. I jotted
down a list and I wonder how many of these things
are the same for you.
Diving has, and continues to provide me with:
•

A foundation for developing and maintaining friendships

•

A sense of belonging to a larger community – locally and more globally

•

Meeting a wide variety of acquaintances who I might not be lucky enough to know in
other circumstances

•

Creative and artistic outlets through underwater photography (or writing – just like
now)

•

Physical activity in all seasons

•

A drug-free high

•

A Zen-like meditative state underwater

•

Immersion (literally) in nature

•

Connection to other living creatures (human and non-human )

•

Endless and continual learning and skill improvement opportunities

•

Travel

•

A reliable way to keep draining my bank account with gear, gear and more gear

What else diving has provided for you?
When we get together and talk at dive sites, or at club meetings or our other events we share
our thoughts and experiences on many of these things – and that is our common bond.
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Speaking of getting together and sharing ideas and experiences we are soon to be launching
an improved Marker Buoy Dive Club website, thanks to our Webmaster Dave Ballard. Stay
tuned! Our aim is to provide a modern, attractive and easy entry point for those who don’t
yet know us – or for those who do to find out more and to share more of what we do.
Another way we can communicate about our club is through our newly acquired MBDC logo
stickers. As suggested at a recent club meeting, they are perfect for your scuba tanks! They
are only $2 each. Get 3 for only $5.

By the time you read this newsletter we will have had our Annual Banquet and raffle. A huge
thank you goes to the many generous donors and local businesses that contributed to the
raffle. Some great prizes were also donated by many of our members. Special thanks to our
Board members who played a key role in organizing the banquet – Andrea Naert, the overall
event coordinator and Steve Kalilimoku and Joan Hansen who solicited raffle donations,
and our delicious desert baked by Catherine Knowlson.
Speaking of Board members this is a reminder that our annual election is coming up. We are
happy to answer any questions you might have about the positions and the process. It’s a
great way to expand your involvement in the club. We plan to provide a slate of candidates
by mid-June. I’m grateful to the Nominating Committee members, Steve Kalilimoku and
Mark Wilson who have already begun reaching out to members. However you may
also nominate someone (including yourself!) - If you are interested in finding out more for
this year’s election - or for future reference, feel free to reach out to them or to me
And speaking of the current Board, I am/we are all very lucky to have such a collegial,
productive, creative, hard-working and fun group of people conducting our club business.

Please enjoy this issue of The Buoy Tender. Joyce Merkel is able to regularly produce such
an attractive and interesting newsletter based on what you provide. And what you and your
fellow members have been providing has been incredible. Keep it up – and keep on diving!

Myra Wisotzky
President
Marker Buoy Dive Club
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Highlights of MBDC Annual Banquet
Photos by Steve Kalilimoku, Fritz Merkel, Joyce Merkel

Choosing which prizes to use raffle tickets for
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Time for Food
With slide show of club member’s photos running in background
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Let the drawing for prizes begin
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Grand Prize Winner Judi Brooks
Wins Sea&Sea DX-1G camera and housing from Lighthouse Diving Center
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2018 MBDC Banquet Sponsors
Following is a list of the many businesses as well as individual club members
who made the 2018 Banquest’s incredible raffle possible. There were local dive
charter trips, regulators, dive computers, gift certificates, air cards, club logo
embroidered clothing, various diving items, and really so much more.
Please remember to thanks all our sponsors. And when you have a choice
remember to support these local businesses which have been so generous to us,
as well as continue to help us to stay diving.
Business

Club member

Diver’s Dream (Lujac’s Quest)

Christina Shadle

Eight: A Seattle Diving Co.

Colin Miller

Evergreen Dive Service

Doug Miller

Lighthouse Diving Center

Karin Fletcher

Ocean Quest Dive Charters

Judi Brooks

Optical Ocean Sales

Justin McClellan

Sea Dragon Charters

Steve Lodge

Sea Ya Diving

Sue Bream

Underwater Sports

Yuri Parfenov
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What I’ve Been Missing—Live Aboard Diving
Thailand Aggressor, April 1-8, 2018
by Justin McClellan

Ever since I started really noticing underwater photos with some degree of longing to
immerse myself in the blue, I’ve been content with land-based diving trips. You’re out for
one or two dives (perhaps three depending on the operator) and you’re back for meals
and afternoon leisure time (ie nap) before dinner and a new day of diving. This has been
great.
I had been skeptical about live-aboard diving for several years because you’re stuck on a
boat: no gym, no walks, no birding, no shops, no sailing, no snorkeling. Two Germans I
met in Roatan had done several Aggressor Fleet live-aboard trips and only had great
things to say about it. So, when Aggressor Fleet listed a sale prices on some week-long
dive trips, I couldn’t resist any longer. Thailand? Perfect. I signed up and immediately took
a nitrox course. I really can’t complete 4 or 5 dives in a day without it, and that’s exactly
what we did for the first 5 days. All totaled, the 16 of us enjoyed 25 guided dives in 6 days.
So much time underwater is wonderful.
The Thailand trip accesses Similan National Park (and beyond) in the Andaman Sea
where the blue water is a very comfy 86 degrees… most of the time. One diver didn’t
bother even with a wetsuit, but he changed his mind after we finned through the ‘green
monster:’ a much cooler, nutrient rich, green colored thermocline water that would often
come to meet us during a dive. My dive computer’s thermometer never responded to the
change, but I noticed quite a temperature drop and commenced the Puget Sound, safety
stop shiver.
A typical day of diving got us up at 6:30am for a snack before a 7am briefing. If you want
to dive, attend the briefings. Then gear-up and ride the dingy to drop site at 7:30.
Breakfast is at 9am followed at 10 by another briefing and subsequent dive at 10:30. After

a noon lunch, we get our third briefing at 1 for the 1:30 dive. This post-lunch process repeats
at 4 for the 4:30 dive. If there’s a night dive, we brief after dinner (7) and are in the water by
7:30. Eat, brief, dive, repeat is the general flow.
The highlight (and northern most location) of the trip was at Richelieu Rock: a seamount that
extends from near sea level to 110 ft of depth. There aren’t many other shelters in the area,
so it attracts quite a diversity and quantity of fish (and divers). Honestly, I’ve never seen so
many fish. Highways of yellow snapper and clouds of tiny glassfish would gather and flow
from one wall or pocket the next. It was essentially a city from the tiny ornate ghost pipefish
to the juvenile whale shark and broad sea fans to brilliant soft corals.

If you haven’t tried a live-aboard diving trip, consider throwing your shoes in the brig and
spending a week on a boat. There are plenty of potential destinations worth exploring.
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Staying Warm Topside
by Ron Richardson
Now that the Seattle season has begun to roll from gray and wet to bright and dry, I figure
it’s the perfect time to talk about that treasured source of warmth and comfort, my beloved
DryRobe (https://www.dryrobeusa.com).

If you’ve dove with me you
know what I’m talking about.
Will, when walking behind me
while I stood at a urinal said,
“Man, that thing makes you look
like a super villain.” Others have
told me that it makes me look
like a wizard, the kids at the
cannabis shop think it makes
me look bad ass, and
*everyone* knows it makes me
look warm. That’s the key. As I
think I’ve mentioned, I hate
being cold.
And the Dry Robe does a fantastic job in preventing that
outcome. With a wind- and
water-proof outer shell over a thick layer of fleece and a hood the size of a BMW Mini, I
have yet to be cold while wearing it. Even in the wettest, grayest, windiest day on a boat
rolling over 5 foot swells, my Dry Robe kept me warm and comfortable. Between dives,
while chilling and waiting out the surface interval, being able to slip that bit of warmth on
makes all the difference in the world.
Now not only is the Dry Robe warm, it’s also very functional. Designed to be big enough to
allow one to change clothes under it, it acts like a portable privacy shelter. While my dry suit
itself is a bit awkward to put on and off under it, the insulating layers under that are a piece
of cake to manage while keeping shelter draped over my shoulders. So I can replace my
socks and shoes in the rain while staying dry and happy. And being able to pack up my
gear in comfort, after spending 50 minutes in 40 degree water, makes for a much more
pleasant diving experience. The large pocket on the interior panel is a great place to store
the garb you want to slip on after a dive, or a perfect stash place for your shore gloves.
There is even a zippered inner pocket for your wallet/cell phone.
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Machine washable, the Dry Robe is also easy to care for while the long sleeves and deep
pockets make it convenient to spare your hands from the cold as well. Furthermore, at
under $200, it’s even an affordable piece of gear that will more than earn its keep.
Functional, stylish, and affordable, the Dry Robe gets two thumbs up from me. However, it
wouldn’t be a full review if I didn’t include a few of the negatives as well.
Like Henry Ford’s Model T, you can have any size and color of Dry Robe you want, as long
as it’s XL and black. When I ordered mine, the web site was displaying a number of other
size and color varieties, but would only accept orders for black XL coats. It makes for a bit
large of a fit for me,with the pockets being lower on my body than is ideal. So deduct a point
for a less than smooth customer ordering experience. And the inner pocket for storing your
clothing would be improved if it were larger and there were more than one of them.
Dry Robe does have a competitor in Surf Fur (https://www.surf-fur.com), so if someone
picks one of those up I’d love to compare notes and see what we think of both. I chose the
Dry Robe for the outer shell and failed promise of multiple color options.
And, finally, if you have a more conventionally fashion conscious partner in your life you
may find that you are forbidden from wearing your wonderful parka on wet, cold, winter
walks through the neighborhood. “It makes you look like a homeless person wearing a
sleeping bag,” she told me, as I slipped into a more acceptable alternative.
Still, those are quibbles of an otherwise fine product. Mine got me through my first winter of
diving in Seattle with flying colors, for all that the coat itself is that standard of diving,
seal-black.
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Mid-Flight Stretches
By Sue Bream
Many of us spend time on long flights to far-off diving destinations. Here are a few stretches
that could help you relax and sleep, or simply relax and feel better once your feet touch the
ground.
If you are one of the lucky ones that flies first class, then you have plenty of room to stretch
out. If not, well, then, like the rest of us, you can do some of these stretches in your seat, and
some standing up in the back of the plane.
Low back stretches
•

Cat/Cow stretch
This stretch is common in Yoga and Pilates classes
for the back because it feels great.

With hands on your thighs, inhale and gently arch
your back, lifting your chest. Exhale and tuck your
pelvis while rounding your back and pulling your abs
in. Repeat as many times as you need to.

•

Seated twist
Sitting tall, you can grab the arm of the seat, or your right leg, and
turn your upper body to the right. Repeat to the left.

Neck stretches
•

With your eyes open or closed, let your head drop to your right
shoulder, feeling the stretch on the left side of your neck. You
can assist this stretch by gently pulling on your head. Take a
deep breath and move your head to the left, stretching out the
right side.

•

Sitting up tall, inhale and look as far to the right as you can while
exhaling. Inhale back to center, and exhale as you look as far to
the left as you can.

Repeat as many times as you need to.
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Upper back and shoulder stretch
•

Sit up in your seat and with your right arm over your left, give yourself a hug. Gently pull
your shoulder blades apart. Unwrap your arms and wrap the other way.

•

To take it a step further, do the Yoga “Eagle Arms” stretch. Bringing both of your arms in
front of you, cross one arm under the other, bend your elbows and bring the palms of your
hands to touch. A gentle pull upward will increase the stretch. Untwist and repeat on the
other side.

Hip Stretch
•

The seated (or standing) figure 4 stretch is great for the hips.
Cross your right ankle over your left thigh and lean forward.
Repeat on the other side. If you don’t have room to do this in our
seat, you can stand at the back of the plane, lean against a wall,
and stretch.

Quad and hip flexor stretch
•

Standing at the back of the plane, grab your foot and pull it up
behind you to feel the stretch down the front of your thigh. A
gentle press forward with your hip on that side will stretch your
hip flexor. Repeat on the other side.

Forearm stretch
•

Reaching one arm out in front of you with your palm up, grab your fingers and pull down on
them. You will feel the stretch along the forearm. Repeat on the other side.

Ankle circles
•

Lift one leg up slightly and circle your ankle 10 times each direction. Repeat on the other
side.

I recommend that you take the time to do some or all of these stretches the next time that you
are fortunate enough to take a diving trip. Guess what? These are all great stretches to do
while sitting at your desk dreaming about diving as well!
Sue Bream is an ACSM and ACE certified Personal Trainer, certified Pilates instructor, ACE
certified Health Coach, as well as avid scuba diver.
Questions?
Email her at
sue@suebreamfitness.com.
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Shooting Gallery
Photos by Sue Bream
All Photos
Camera: Olympus M5 Mark 2
Lighting: Sea & Sea YS 110 and Olympus UFL-1 strobes

Settings: f 11; 1/100 sec; ISO 400
Lens: 60mm
Subject: Juvenile Wolfeel
Location: Redondo

Settings: f 7.1; 1/100 sec; ISO 200
Lens: 60mm
Subject: Janolus Nudibranch
Location: Edmonds Underwater
Park
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Photos by Jen Vanderhoof
All photos
Camera: Olympus E-M5
Lighting: Sea & Sea. YS-D1 and
YS-110a

Settings: f 6.3, 1/100 sec, ISO
400
Focal length: 8mm
Location: Hornby Island, BC
Subject: Myra with Steller Sea
Lions

Settings: f 6.3., 1/100 sec, ISO 400
Focal length: 8mm
Location: Hornby Island, BC
Subject: Myra with Steller Sea Lions

Settings: f 3.5, 1/60 sec, ISO 250
Focal length: 8mm
Location: Hornby Island, BC
Subject: Myra with Moon Jellyfish
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Photos by Steve Kalilimoku
Alll Photos
Camera: Olympus E-PM1
Lighting: Venusian video light

Lighting: Addition of Rich’s dive light
Settings: F 5.6, 1/30sec, ISO 400
Subject: Very Juvenile Pacific Spiny
Lumpsucker next to Rich Moore’s hand
Location: 3 Tree

Settings: F 5.6, 1/100sec, ISO 400
Subject: Red Octopus
Location: 3 Tree

Settings: F 5.6, 1/100sec, ISO 400
Subject: Longfin Gunnel
Location: 3 Tree
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Photos by Bob Bailey
All Photos
Camera: Canon EOS Rebel T2i
Lens: Tokina 11-17

Settings: f 4.5, 1/100 sec, ISO 200
Subject: Proliferating Anemones,
Location: Deception Pass

Settings: f 4.5, 1/100 sec, ISO 200
Subject: Encrusted Giant Kelp
Location: Deception Pass

Settings: f 4.5, 1/100 sec, ISO 200
Subject: Glassy Plume Hydroid
Location: Deception Pass
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Photos by David Rosenbaum
All Photos
Camera: Nikon D7000; Lighting: Sea&Sea YS-D1 strobes; Lens: 60mm AF Micro Nikkor

Settings: f11, 1/100 sec; ISO
320
Subject: Brown Spotted
Nudibranch
Location: Edmonds
Underwater Park

Settings: f11, 1/100 sec; ISO 320
Subject: Short Plumose Anemone
Location: Edmonds Underwater Park

Settings: f11, 1/100 sec; ISO 320
Subject: Janolus fuscus
Nudibranch
Location: Edmonds Underwater
Park
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About Marker Buoys
The Marker Buoy Dive Club of Seattle meets at 7:00 PM, the first Wednesday of each month
(except July, which is our annual picnic) at the Sunset Hills Community Center, 3003 NW 66th St.
98117 in Ballard. The Marker Buoy Dive Club is one of the most active dive clubs in the Pacific
Northwest. Membership level is over 200. Our members include some that are new to diving or to
the Seattle area as well as those with over 1,000 dives in their log.
In addition to hosting many dives each month, monthly meetings are held at the Sunset Community Center in Ballard. Monthly meetings give members an opportunity to give reports on club dives
of the previous month, information on upcoming dives, and occasionally slide and video presentations of dives. A guest speaker related to scuba diving, the marine environment, or something of
interest to divers is featured every month. Club-sponsored activities include over 100 dives each
year, dive planning parties, an annual picnic, and an annual banquet.

General Club Policies
Diver’s Education

Weight Belt Replacement Policy

The club will reimburse members $15 for
successful
completion
of
advanced
certification courses that increases the member’s competency and safety. Limit of 3
reimbursements per club member per
calendar year.
Courses that qualify are
advanced diver, rescue diver, dive master,
instructor, nitrox, DAN O2 Provider, and initial
First
Aid
&
CPR
(non-renewal).
Reimbursement for other courses subject to
board approval. Just show proof of course
completion to Joan Hansen, Treasurer, for
your reimbursement.

The club will reimburse any member who ditches
weights in what they consider an emergency
during any dive, anywhere. The reimbursement is
for replacement cost of all items ditched and not
recovered, up to a maximum of $150.

Meet Up/ Marker Buoys
Join our members only on-line web group!
Find a last-minute dive buddy, ride, or
directions to a dive, trip reports, as well as our
newsletters:
http://www.meetup.com/Marker-Buoy-Dive-Club/

Sponsor a Dive, Earn an Air Card
Dive hosts receive an Air Card good at local dive
shops when 6 Marker Buoy members participate
on the dive. The Club Oxygen Kit counts as a
buddy as long as one member of the party is O2
trained. Limit of 1 Air Card per club member per
calendar month. The club has two O2 kits currently with Fritz Merkel and Steve Kalilimoku.
To request an air card, complete the
“Dive Host Air Card Request Form” and submit it
to the Treasurer, Joan Hansen.

Membership
Members must be a certified diver and 18 years
or older. Any certified diver under 18 is welcome
on club dives if a parent is a club member and
comes as their buddy.

Marker Buoy 2017 Board
President: Myra Wisotzky
Vice President: Steve Kalilimoku

Treasurer: Joan Hansen
Programs: David Riley

Webmaster: Dave Ballard
Event Director: Andrea Naert

Secretary: Justin McClellan

Newsletter: Joyce Merkel

Refreshments: Catherine Knowlson
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